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From the Chair

Funfair ride or work commute?

T
So, it’s Newsletter time again.
Can you help us make sure the next
editon goes to press as normal?
We NEED new volunteers to keep
this wonderful publication going
- any editors, layout designers
or admin whizzes out there?
See page 26 for more details of how
you can help.
And yes, it is cold, windy, and
most notably dark at this time of
year. It is also a great time to be
on your cycle. The nights may be
cold, but with sufficient layers, and
plenty of pairs of gloves, you too can
enjoy the clear skies full of stars. It is
truly wonderful once you’ve left the
urban light pollution behind.
Perhaps you would like to get
your cycle blessed, so that your
iron horse can take you a long way
safely, or read about the wonderful
charity Wheels for Wellbeing?
Of course, not everything is great.
We explore the depths of One
Station Square to find out how only
fit people using very light bikes are
provided with cycle parking. We
also consider how new settlements
should separate people from fastmoving vehicles.
And we discuss why Operation
Close Pass is important, even
though our local police disagree.
We report on the work of Smarter
Cambridge Transport, our stall bike
refresh project and our gratitude
for being Cambridge 105’s October
charity of the month.
And of course, finally, the festive
season is upon us. Membership gift
pack anyone? Hopefully some of
you will choose to pop one into a
loved one’s stocking.
Robin Heydon

here are a few things that matter
for public transportation networks.
Speed is important, but frequency
and capacity are much more important.
Take, for example, the proposals for
the ‘Affordable Very Rapid Transport’
(AVRT) system being proposed by
the Greater Cambridge Partnership
along with Cambridge Ahead and the
University of Cambridge. They quote
travel times like just 3.6 minutes from
Cambourne to the West Cambridge
Site, and then another 2 minutes to
the Science Park, or 2.1 minutes to
Addenbrooke’s. This is incredible.
No really, this is incredible. I’m going
to assume that the laws of physics will
apply, and that simple GCSE maths
will be used along with equations such
as s=ut+½at². Now, the distance from
Cambourne to West Cambridge is about
10km, line of sight. To travel this distance
in 3.6 minutes takes some effort, and a
little bit of speed. You have to accelerate
at 1.3 m/s², the typical ‘fastest tram’
acceleration speed, for about 50
seconds. Then once you are travelling at
a slightly uncomfortable 135mph, you
then decelerate back down to stationary
in the final minute, hoping that the
brakes work. After that, you have to walk
over to another stop, and wait for almost
5 minutes for the next shuttle to take
you the rest of the way.
You could make vehicles that will
accelerate faster, but that also would
constrain the vehicles to be seated only,
probably with the requirement to wear
seatbelts, or those over-shoulder bars
you have on amusement park rides.
This would also restrict the capacity
of the system. But this is all probably a
small typo in the big picture of things.
Of course, if a more realistic acceleration
profile was used, and a more realistic
maximum speed, and intermediate stops,
then we’d have a much more realistic
journey time of about 7 minutes or more.
The shuttle approach also allows for
cheaper infrastructure by having singletrack sections between stops. So the
vehicles can only go in each direction
once every 15 minutes. Of course, they
could build routes with bi-directional

traffic, but then that would cost a lot
more. About twice as much more.
No, the real problem is that frequency
is what matters. You see, if you ride
a cycle, or drive a car, or walk, there is
never any wait. Perhaps sometimes you
have to manoeuvre the vehicle out of a
parking place but there is no structurally
imposed limit on when you can do that.
The shuttle vehicles will, on the other
hand, only travel infrequently. This means
the capacity is very low. Forty people per
vehicle four times an hour is very low
compared with over 10,000 people per
hour per direction that a typical light rail
system could support. Oh, and light rail
systems can have intermediate stops,
like a stop at Comberton.
A show-up-and-go public transport
system requires not only good frequency
but also sufficient capacity so that you
won’t be standing in a queue for 30
minutes just to get on-board.
What we need is public transport that
works with other modes: that connects
with P&R sites that people can cycle to;
that supports having intermediate stops;
and has sufficient capacity to move
everybody and is frequent enough to just
turn up and go. What we need is a multimodal transportation network.

Robin Heydon
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Current campaigns
Planning applications
Clay Farm Trumpington, Cambridge
construction of a new cycleway and
footway adjacent to Busway route and
Abode 1 residential development

Cambridge North station, office, retail,
public realm, 125-space car park
S/2403/17/FL
Camcycle is pleased that common sense
has prevailed and that this proposal
was unanimously rejected by the Joint
Development Control Committee (JDCC)
over concerns about cycling safety.
Brookgate proposed downgrading
the existing, newly-built segregated
cycleway to a shared-use pathway
without any separation between it and
the proposed building, thus creating
unavoidable conflict betwen people
walking and people cycling.
We were joined in our objection by
County HIghways, the City Walking and
Cycling officer, City Urban Design, Milton
Parish Council, and yet the planning officer
in charge still recommended approval.
We wrote to the members of the
JDCC and urged that the cycle route
be spaced away from the building and
that the provision for the cycleway be at
least as good as the existing provision:
a segregated bi-directional cycleway
of at least three metres width, not a
shared path.
The JDCC’s decision shows the
value of Camcycle’s campaigning in
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bringing cycling to the fore. Councillors’
comments included ‘this application is
just not good enough’ and that ‘building
across a cycleway is not something
I can support’. See Cambridge News
(www.cambridge-news.co.uk/news/
c a m b r i d g e - n e w s /c y c l i s t s - s l a m cambridge-north-hotel-13887678) and
tweets from Antony Carpen aka Puffles
(https://twitter.com/Puffles2010).
Following this, Brookgate has
reached out to Camcycle to consult on
revised plans.
Cyclescape 3622
Oakington Road, Cottenham, 50 dwellings
S/3615/17/RM
Camcycle objected on a number of key
grounds. The application failed to meet the
minimum requirements for cycle parking in
the Local Plan. It didn’t fully identify the
locations for cycle parking, and where
this was identified there was insufficient
space and no provision for people with
disabilities who wanted to cycle.
It failed to provide any sustainable
transport link with the existing village and
over-provided car parking for residents.
Cyclescape 3645
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17/1461/REM
We supported this application on
condition that a number of concerns were
addressed, such as the 90-degree bend
which will prohibit easy movement of
tricycles and other large-type cycles (also
highlighted by Cambridgeshire HIghways).
We asked for clarification on the
proposed design: the drainage plan
referred to a ‘3 metre wide shared
Footway/Cycleway’, but the Design and
Access statement showed a segregated
pathway with a cycleway on one side
and a footway on the other for which 3
metres is too narrow.
No survey or modelling information
was provided to determine the potential
future level of usage of this pathway. If
the projected number of people cycling,
or the number of people walking, along
this pathway exceeds 150 per hour,
then the design should be revisited with
consultation from Camcycle and other
stakeholders, with a view to increasing
the safety of the pathway.
Cyclescape 3585
Cottenham, Outline application for 137
dwellings plus access S/3551/17/OL
Camcycle objected to this as two new
motor vehicle access points, which
would not give priority to walking
and cycling, are proposed to join the
shared-use pathway on the north side of
Rampton Road. We welcomed the offer
by the applicant to fund improvement
of the shared-use pathway and listed a
number of design changes which would
overcome our objection.
We also suggested that the extensive
network of unsigned cycle routes in and
around Cottenham should be considered as
they are highly relevant to this application.
We suggested two Camcycle reference
materials, Making Space for Cycling (www.
makingspaceforcycling.org) and Camcycle
cycle parking design guide (www.camcycle.
org.uk/resources/cycleparking/guide)
Cyclescape 3625

Campaigning

Consultations
Grafton Area of Major Change Masterplan
and Framework Supplementary Planning
Document (SPD) 2017
Camcycle, as a charity with over 1,200
members and a key stakeholder working
for safer, better cycling in Cambridge,
was very disappointed not to have
been invited to a series of workshops
run as part of the preparation of the
SPD. The council states that these
workshops allowed ‘input from local
stakeholders, including residents groups,
local Councillors and other interest
groups’. It was not just us however: the
council’s consultation with the Cycling
Stakeholders Group took place after the
opening of the SPD consultation, too
late to have any effect.
Cyclescape 3530
Department for Transport Accessibility
Action Plan
Camcycle welcomed consultation on
this initiative to improve independent
mobility for all. Our response focused on
ensuring that the needs of cyclists with
disabilities are given full consideration,
and that cycling infrastructure is designed
following best practice to ensure that
it is fully inclusive of all users, be they
cycling, using mobility aids, or walking in
the vicinity. Our input included sections
on tactile paving, segrataged cycleways,
continuous footways, shared space,
barriers on cycle routes, segregated
footways and cycleways, cycle parking
standards, mobility scooters, electricallyassisted cycles, pavement maintenance
and unauthorised pavement parking.
Cyclescape 3622

Mill Road Depot development
We have previously reported on the
proposed new housing estate off
Mill Road next to the railway bridge
(Newsletter 134).
We highlighted how the developer
proposed to provide an amount of car
parking roughly double the rate of the
surrounding area: 0.87 cars per dwelling.
In response to our lobbying that this
is excessive provision in an area with
probably the best access to sustainable
transport in all of Cambridge, the
developer has reduced this to 0.65.
However, Camcycle believes that
0.65 is still too high. We believe the
surrounding area has a level of 0.5, and
for a new development (where many
new residents will have the opportunity
to consider their new transport choices),
this is far too high for what ought to be
more like a car-free development.
We estimate that the cost of providing
car storage spaces is around £15,000
each. People living at the new station
access road have to pay £25,000 for a
car parking space - demonstrating the
real cost of such provision.
The developer has a website at
w w w. m i l l ro a d - d eve l o p m e nt . co . u k
which provides a short overview of the
proposal. Although the consultation has
now closed, please e-mail your views to
consultation@millroad-development.co.uk
Cyclescape 1912

Greater Cambridge
Partnership (GCP)
Histon Road
The GCP executive board has approved
the officers’ recommendations for
Histon Road. The officers’ report agreed
with almost every resolution put forward
by the local liaison forum. These include:
avoiding any ‘garden grabbing’, stressing
the importance of junction design,
and putting a greater emphasis on safe
cycling. All the board members agreed
that Histon Road is a key cycling route
with very bad conditions at present.
Camcycle worked closely with the
residents’ associations to help produce
the resolutions and draw up the ‘Do
Everything’ alternative junction design
to show how safe cycling provision could
be included alongside all other objectives
Green End Cross-City Cycleway

Phase 1 is near completion and Camcycle
remains concerned over car parking in
the cycle lanes. Preparation for Phase 2
has begun and main construction work is
scheduled to begin in 2018. New designs
for Phase 3 are to be consulted on locally
in 2018 in response to concerns over the
removal of the Mortlock estate wall on
Nuffield Road.
Cyclescape 1721 & 2261

Also
Road closure at Regent Terrace.
Camcycle is pleased that its efforts to
address inadequate provision for people
wishing to travel along Regent Terrace
have been successful. Building work
adjacent to Regent Terrace means that
the road will be closed at times, mostly
during the working day, until early 2019.
We wrote to the construction firm
Pentaco and the city council about the
not-fit-for-purpose ‘temporary path’:

and suggested that a surfaced path be
installed, suitable for everyone including
wheelchair users, and designed to be
removable once the building works finish.
The city council responded to us,
agreeing to liaise with the county council
over the insufficient signage (this should
form part of the conditions of closure)
and the construction of a new path
(and fence) is now complete.
Cyclescape 3607
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Why is Operation Close Pass important?

Camcycle issued the following press release in response
to a statement by the Police and Crime Commissioner
(PCC) Jason Ablewhite which failed to address the outcry
over Cambridgeshire Police’s dismissal of Highway
Code rule 163.
‘The PCC’s statement does not address why the Casualty
Reduction Officer, in a role the PCC created earlier this
year, told motorists that obeying Highway Code rule 163
was impractical. This is a very serious statement from the
officer whose responsibility it is to reduce casualties.
We urge the PCC to issue a statement as soon as
possible that clearly states that the comments from the
Casualty Reduction officer were incorrect and to provide
instructions that are clear, correct and safe for drivers to
follow when passing cyclists.
The Cambridgeshire and Peterborough Road Safety
Partnership, to which the PCC is a partner, has set the
goal to reduce the number of cyclists and pedestrians
killed or seriously injured in collisions by at least 40%
between 2015 and 2020. The PCC does not offer a single
solution in his statement to reach this target.
The PCC says enforcement alone will not prevent
casualties, and yet West Midlands Police have seen
a 20% casualty reduction in one year as a result of
Operation Close Pass, which is an initiative focused on
enforcement. It is not the only tool available nor the only
one that should be used, but the PCC seems reluctant to
use enforcement at all.’
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Photo: West Midlands Police

R

ecently Cambridgeshire Police issued a statement to
Cambridge News from their Casualty Reduction Officer
with regard to the decision not to rollout Operation
Close Pass: ‘For Cambridge city where roads are narrower
and often very congested we would be potentially forcing
motorists to drive at the speed of cyclists when there isn’t the
recommended space to overtake.’
But that is exactly what drivers should be doing! Highway
Code rule 163 puts the onus on the overtaking vehicle to ensure
it is safe to do so, and to hold back if it is not safe to overtake.
The police’s dismissal of rule 163 as impractical is significant cause for concern, particularly coming from the Casualty
Reduction Officer.
This attitude is in marked contrast to West Midlands Police,
who launched ‘Operation Close Pass’ to educate and prosecute
drivers who passed people cycling too closely.
The operation was carried out with plain-clothes policemen
on bikes, alerting colleagues to pull over drivers who overtook
cycles without leaving sufficient space (1.5m). They also used
video footage submitted by the public to prosecute drivers who
endangered cyclists. In one year they have seen a 20% reduction
in cyclists killed or seriously injured on the county’s roads.
But why does the Highway Code suggest giving space to
people cycling, and why is it important that drivers, and the
police, take it seriously?

People cycling often need to avoid obstacles
People cycling are more exposed to irregularities in the
roadway than people driving. A pothole which would jolt a car
occupant can unseat a bike rider. A wet utilities cover or wet
leaves can remove all traction from a bike where a car would
be unaffected. Fallen branches can catch in the spokes. In
busy areas in central Cambridge where pavements are narrow,
pedestrians can walk into the road with no notice. Where cars
are parked, people sometimes open doors into the path of
people cycling. A driver will hardly notice the wind outside, but
a person on a bike needs space to react to a sudden blow, be
it when a large vehicle passes, or when a side-street opens the
path for the wind.
All of these things mean that people cycling may need
to take evasive action, or manoeuvre around obstacles for
reasons of which drivers are unaware. This is why space is
required when overtaking people cycling in a motor vehicle.
More experienced cyclists often cycle in the middle of the lane
to allow themselves enough space to react to such unforeseen
obstacles. However, even if a cyclist has chosen to cycle at the
edge of the road, this does not remove a driver’s responsibility
to overtake safely.

Close passes intimidate people cycling
Even in Cambridge, there are people who would like to cycle
but don’t feel safe doing so. Close passes in motor vehicles
contribute to an environment where people don’t feel safe, and
therefore don’t cycle. Where the obvious alternative is driving,
this adds to the congestion in Cambridge. The primary cause of
delay to drivers here is the number of other drivers on the road.
Rachel Aldred, Reader in Transport at the University of
Westminster, has studied this in her ‘Near Miss Project’
(www.nearmiss.bike). The project looked at incidents
users described as ‘near misses’, that is where no collision
occurred, but people cycling felt endangered, or had to take
evasive action to avoid collision. On average, people cycling
experienced a ‘very scary’ incident on a weekly basis. Nearly
30% of reported near-miss incidents involved passing, and

Campaigning

22% of passing incidents were described as ‘very scary’. Many
beginner cyclists tell us that such near-misses have a big impact.
For many it is a terrible experience that leads them to give up
cycling altogether. Other people will hear reports from people
they know who cycle, and never take it up in the first place.
If people had perfect control and anticipation, there would
almost never be a collision on the roads. But the reality is that
there are nearly 190,000 casualties on public roads in Great
Britain every year of all severities. Overtaking people cycling
without leaving a margin for error means placing vulnerable
road users unnecessarily at risk.
In a built-up city like Cambridge, bikes and cars have a
similar average speed. A driver may endanger a cyclist with
a close pass, contributing to an aggressive and unwelcoming
atmosphere on the road, only to meet the very same cyclist
again at the next traffic lights or junction.

‘Cambridgeshire police’s decision is very disappointing. Not
only does it demonstrate a lack of understanding of the
Highway Code’s guidance on overtaking people cycling,
Rule 163, but it also seems to prioritise the inconvenience
of one road user over the safety of another. ‘
Sam Jones, Campaign Coordinator at Cycling UK
Longterm, the best solution is high-quality cycle infrastructure
which separates people driving from people cycling on the
busiest roads, which is why Camcycle spends more time
and resources on campaigning for this than on anything else.
However, this will take years to achieve on main roads, and
quiet residential streets will still involve cars and cycles sharing
space. As West Midlands Police have shown, strategic initiatives
to police the roads for the benefit of vulnerable road users can
have an immediate effect on casualties.
Hester Wells

Two-way cycling approved for more streets

A

llowing two-way cycling wherever it is possible
encourages cycling by making it quicker and more
convenient. Over the last decade, various one-way
streets have been made two-way for cycling, a programme
which we have campaigned for and welcomed.
As previously reported (see Newsletter 134) 15 of the
remaining one-way streets in Cambridge were proposed to
be changed. All except one were approved by the Cambridge
Joint Area Committee. It was clear from the debate at the
meeting that there was little dissent to the general principle of
allowing two-way cycling. After over 10 years of campaigning,
the argument has now been won and we would like to thank
councillors on the Cambridge Joint Area Committee who
approved this simple but highly welcome change.
The history of making streets two-way for cycling in
Cambridge over the last decade shows that it creates few
problems in practice, and avoids unnecessary criminalisation of
both local and more strategic cycle journeys. People no longer
need to take unnecessary detours, and can reduce their time
spent on more hazardous roads.

We were particularly keen to see the changes in Newtown
approved, where the maze of one-way streets makes cycling
unreasonably difficult, and in Romsey, where residents
are criminalised for cycling to their houses. There were 22
objections, a tiny number given the thousands of people who
live in the area and fewer than the number of people writing
in support. Many of those objecting claimed that two-way
cycling is not safe. Yet there is now 10 years of evidence from
the many other streets in Cambridge that are now two-way,
that this is not the case. You can see this for yourself on the
Bikedata website (see pages 18-19).
Sadly, Brookside was not approved, although there is no
evidence in the collision data of any problems. There was
opposition from the private schools along here, who seem
to see cycling as a problem rather than the solution. If these
schools think that the number of motor vehicles here makes
things dangerous, they should be challenging their parents as
to why they are causing such a problem.
Our policy is that all residential one-way streets in Cambridge
should be two-way for cycling unless there are specific reasons
in a particular case why this would not be possible. We
therefore are keen to see Panton Street, for instance, included
in a next batch.
We understand that the newly approved changes will take
several months to implement on-street. Therefore, in around
February 2018, it will be legal to cycle both ways in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sedgwick Street
Catharine Street
Thoday Street
Ross Street (south)
Hemingford Road
Argyle Street
Guest Road

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emery Street
Perowne Street
Collier Road
Norwich Street
Coronation Street
Union Road
New Square

Martin Lucas-Smith
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Events

Milton Park Autumn Festival
21 September 2017

I took Camcycle’s stall bike and despite damp grey days either
side we had a mild and occasionally sunny day to enjoy the
festival, which is a great mix of foodie stalls, community
outreach and craft activities. A big draw this year was a
miniature steam train running beside the food van area.
We were able to engage people about local developments
such as the Abbey-Chesterton bridge and the Milton Road
Alliance proposals. The new look city-centre cycling map was
well received and our badges and gift cards were popular too.
Events like these are a great opportunity to raise awareness
of the Campaign. However, their success really does rely on
enthusiastic volunteers helping out on the day. They aren’t
a huge time commitment, you get to meet and chat with likeminded individuals, and you’ll always be supported by a member
of the committee to help with the rare anti-cycling whinger!
If you’d like to help with future events please get in touch via
contact@camcycle.co.uk or via Cyclescape 253.

We chatted to new students about cycling in Cambridge and
gave out material from our Freshers’ packs. We also provided
information on the Cyclestreets website and app, to help students
find their way around Cambridge. Senior Porter John Morley,
featured in Newsletter 128, was also on hand to help students
access second-hand bikes in good condition and at a fair price.
During Freshers’ week we distributed ALL 10,000 of our
new Welcome to Cycling in Cambridge leaflets (see Newsletter
134). We also provided separate maps of Cambridge city
centre showing where people can cycle legally, our cycle lights
leaflet, samples of our newsletter and information on what we
do as a charity.
We had some fantastic feedback and requests for more
materials just keep coming. We are really proud of this project,
and want people to enjoy a friendly and considerate cycling
culture in Cambridge, even if they don’t ride themselves.
Hester Wells

Volunteer Fair

Saturday 21 October 2017

Tom McKeown

Introducing students to cycling
30 September 2017

For the second year running Camcycle volunteers manned a
stall at Lucy Cavendish College’s Freshers’ event.

8
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Once again Camcycle was invited to attend this excellent event
organised by the Cambridge Hub and the city council and
sponsored by ARM. There were representatives from 90 local
voluntary and charity organisations and over 800 people attended.
Lots of people were interested in finding out about our
organisation. I had help from Donna, John, Simon and Matt
in fielding the many queries and listening to people’s stories
about their cycling experiences.
We had copies of the newsletter, our comprehensive Freshers’
packs, the #AbsoluteBollards leaflet and some volunteer profiles.
Particularly popular was our publication Making Space for Cycling
which was thumbed through many times. Several Dutch people
were interested in this as they immediately identified with the
picture on the front (a Dutch cycle lane).
There were several people keen to volunteer, with students
and soon-to-be retirees asking how they could help, which was
great as we always need more volunteers to come forward to
support us in various ways.
The event was also useful for networking with similar
organisations and I was able to make connections with them
so that we can work in partnership together and support each
other in the future.
Willa McDonald

Events

Blessing of Bicycles
15 October 2017

To coincide with the beginning of the Michaelmas Term at
Cambridge University, Rev. Devin McLachlan, associate vicar of
Great St Mary’s Church, organised the first ‘Blessing of Bicycles’.
Rev. McLachlan, who is originally from Chicago, said the
Blessing of Bicycles was partly inspired by the ‘blessing of the
backpack’, a tradition in America to mark the start of the school
year, and that bicycle blessing services had become popular in
the USA.
He highlighted the many environmental benefits to go with
the spiritual boons of cycling and explained that ‘Cambridge is
a unique city in terms of the sheer number of bike users and it’s
a chance to bring people together and offer prayer for people
who might not normally come to church.’
The blessing was held outside the north door of the church
so that people could come along with their bicycles. About
50 people gathered, many with bicycles, and there was lots
of (bicycle) bell ringing. The all-girl choir sang a specially
written anthem and ‘Daisy Bell’, followed by the cyclist litany
read out by Rev. McLachlan which asked for deliverance from
‘punctures, puddles and pedestrians on phones’, accompanied
by more bell ringing. The bicycles were then blessed and the
short service ended with invitations for anyone to lock up their
cycles and join the congregation for choral evensong.
The spectacle of an outdoor service and a vicar wearing a
cycling helmet proved very intriguing for tourists, and my
bright orange Camcycle T-shirt and our branded stall bike must
have featured in many of their photographs!
Willa MacDonald

Radio Camcycle

1-31 October 2017
Camcycle was local radio station Cambridge 105’s October
‘Charity of the Month’. Members were interviewed each week
about our work and cycling in general.
First was Roxanne De Beaux. ‘I explained that Camcycle
evolved from local cyclists campaigning against the ban on
cycling in the city centre in 1995. Our members and our
volunteers make Camcycle what it is. I also spoke about how
revolutionary the Chisholm Trail will be, and the lessons still to
be learned from new infrastructure such as the unsuccessful
design of Radegund Road roundabout’.
Robin Heydon then joined Suzie Thorpe on her show.
‘We talked tips for winter cycling, especially at night, with bike
lights, reflectors and double layers of gloves and socks a must.
We also discussed how good infrastructure gives people a
real choice over what mode of travel they choose, and how
cycleways not only benefit people on bikes but also people
walking and people on mobility scooters’.
Simon Nuttall and Willa MacDonald then joined the Phil
Rowe show. ‘I spoke about the health benefits of cycling, both
physical and mental, and how important it is to keep ageing
populations fit, mobile and independent. We talked about the
Reach Ride and how this fun, social community bike ride has
become a Cambridgeshire tradition. Simon explained how the
ride originally started (as a bike ride to Ely going via the Reach
fair) and how cycling through the fens is incredibly tranquil and
up-lifting.’

Hester Wells chatted to Julian Clover. ‘We were talking
about accessibility and e-bikes. I explained how chicanes and
badly-spaced bollards exclude tricycles, cargo bikes and other
non-standard bikes from some our of quiet off-road routes, and
even block wheelchair and pram access to public spaces.
I also talked about how e-bike usage can encourage people
to cycle trips that would otherwise be difficult, especially as
people age but want to continue with independent active
travel. Electric-assist is really helpful in moving larger cycles
filled with children or cargo over bridges such as Coldham’s
Lane and the Jane Coston bridge. Currently the government
does not apply the same incentives to buying electric bikes as
for electric cars and mopeds, even though it aligns with their air
pollution improvement targets to enable replacing local trips
which would otherwise be driven (see page 11). Julian closed
by asking what kind of bike I ride: I asked him ‘which one!’,’
We are grateful to Cambridge 105 for their help in
highlighting the good work that we do, and look forward to
more collaborations with them in the future.
Sarah Rodger
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Wheels for Wellbeing
24 October 2016

For our October monthly meeting we had special guest visitors,
Isabelle Clement, who directs the Wheels for Wellbeing charity
based in South London, and her colleague Alex Ingram.
The charity’s mission is to enhance disabled people’s lives
by ensuring that anyone can access the physical, emotional,
practical and social benefits of cycling. At one end of the scale
that means helping people at an individual level to find the
best approach, to figure out which cycle suits them best, to
overcome barriers and reach a happy outcome. At the other
end, standards need to be written and schemes need to be
designed to enable inclusive cycling and access for all, whether
it be on the street, within cycle parks or at homes, workplaces
and shops.
Encompassing the whole range, Wheels for Wellbeing seeks
a positive shift in social attitudes that fosters the values of
independent mobility, and of being inclusive and accessible to
all people regardless of ability or age. It is a user-led charity
with practical experience helping people to discover the joy of
cycling as well as participating in consultations that produce
engineering guidance for inclusive cycling in new developments
and road schemes.
Isabelle made the most of her visit to Cambridge. She was
interviewed on Cambridge 105 radio where she talked about
her experience using a wheelchair in London: dealing with
bumpy, obstructed and inconsistent pavements. Obtaining a
hand-cycle allowed her to take to the smoother road and the
newer protected cycling infrastructure being built in London,
giving her a great deal more freedom to move around the city
at will. Her organisation’s goal is to offer that same opportunity
to every person, no matter their ability.
Her visit also provided the opportunity to bring a discussion
group together at the Guildhall to talk about these issues,
with participation from the city council, Camcycle, and You
Can Bike Too. The topics ranged from the need for cycle
parking standards that suit adapted cycles, developing maps
that show inclusive cycle routes that can be safely traversed
without barriers, finding ways to offer hire cycles in different
shapes and sizes, and working together with other like-minded
charities in the area.
Isabelle’s presentation at our montly meeting that evening
started with the music video ‘Beyond the Bicycle Anthem’
(vimeo.com/235095500) and then she busted various myths:

Isabelle cycles along the recently widened shared cycle
way between Jesus Green and Midsummer Common

10
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Navigating London streets on a trike
Myth 1: ‘Disabled people do not cycle’.
A Transport for London survey found that in London 15% of
people with disabilities sometimes use a cycle to get around,
not that different from the percentage of able-bodied people
(18%) who cycle.
In Cambridge, census surveys have reported that 1 in 4
commuters with a disability were cycling to work.
Myth 2: ‘If you can’t ride a bicycle then you can’t cycle’.
In their survey, 25% reported owning a hand-cycle, 19%
a recumbent, and 13% a tricycle.
Myth 3: ‘All disabled cyclists use an adapted cycle’.
In fact, 1 in 2 disabled cyclists are able to ride a bicycle, and in
some cases do not show any outward signs of disability (though
fatigue, pain, or weakness, etc might mean that inaccessible
cycling infrastructure could stop them from cycling).
Myth 4: ‘If you cycle then you’re not disabled’.
Wheels for Wellbeing conducted a nationwide survey earlier
this year and found that 69% of the people who responded
and reported a form of disability said that cycling was easier
than walking.
Myth 5: ‘You need two hands and two feet to cycle’.
Many amputees cycle, but being forced to dismount and/or
carry a cycle may be impossible.
Myth 6: ‘Issues regarding non-standard cycles relate
exclusively to disabled cyclists’.
Cycles which are meant for family, cargo or freight purposes
often face the same problems because they are wider, longer,
and have a larger turning circle.
Wheels for Wellbeing is putting together the ‘Beyond the
Bicycle’ manifesto and coalition to highlight these shared
issues faced by users of adapted cycles, family-friendly cycles
and cargo-cycles.
Achieving fully inclusive cycling environments is crucial for
disabled cyclists but is also very important for families and
traders who cycle. Wheels for Wellbeing is very keen to convey
the message that where disabled cyclists can go, everyone else
can too.

Events

Alex then spoke about his work with the charity responding
to consultations and translating the values into concrete
changes in the way authorities build cycling infrastructure and
developers build cycling facilities.
Wheels for Wellbeing had input into the relatively recent
Highways England Interim Advice Note 195/16 to help
formalise the fair treatment of a diversity of types of cycle and
to establish the ‘cycle design vehicle’ standard. This document
is an amendment to the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
and is now used for designing new non-motorised user
infrastructure in all Highways England projects. Other efforts
include work alongside Transport for London to create design
standards for inclusive cycle parking.

Squeezing a trike between Sheffield racks
The charity is also exploring the development of some kind
of ‘blue badge scheme’ for disabled cyclists. This is because,
unlike disabled drivers, disabled cyclists currently have no
way of proving that they use their cycle as a mobility aid and
need to park very close to their destination (or may not be
able to dismount in pedestrian environments such as station
concourses, shopping precincts, etc).
A blue badge-type scheme could, for example, be required
to keep the larger cycle parking spaces available for users who
need them. This is in discussion and Wheels for Wellbeing
would be very happy to receive people’s thoughts on how to
make this work nationally.

‘Wheels for Wellbeing is an award-winning charity that
supports disabled people of all ages to enjoy the benefits
of cycling. We do this by running drop-in cycling sessions
across south London with our fleet of cycles and our team of
dedicated instructors and volunteers. We also increasingly
campaign for the recognition and removal of barriers to
cycling for disabled people nationwide.’
Introduction to ‘Beyond the Bicycle’ manifesto

But in Britain the law has perversely restricted mobility
scooters from using cycleways, instead forcing people to choose,
in principle, between moving slowly on the footway or attempting
to mix with high-speed motor traffic on the carriageway (though
they are, at best, limited to 8 mph). In the past this was a moot
point because protected and accessible cycleways were so rare.
Now, in practice, as soon as the new generation of protected
and accessible cycleways in London opened they were used
by mobility scooter riders, because protected cycleways are
a sensible and safe way to get around. It is hard to imagine
that any police officer would be cruel enough to enforce the
restriction, but it would be best to change the law and make
it clear that cycleways are truly for everyone. This once more
highlights that good cycling infrastructure is needed by a wide
demographic, all ages and all abilities.
More generally, Wheels for Wellbeing hopes that imagery
and text that promote cycling will be inclusive. For example,
that could mean taking care to use the word ‘cycle’ instead
of ‘bicycle’. Or featuring photographs of people riding various
types of adapted cycles where in the past only bicycles might
have been shown.
Trying out a hand cycle at one of the drop-in cycling sessions

Wheels for Wellbeing seeks a positive
shift in social attitudes that fosters the
values of independent mobility
Increasingly, Wheels for Wellbeing is working on issues
of national importance, no longer limited to the London
context. For example, there is a need for more recognition
of the importance of cycling as a mobility aid, on a par with
wheelchairs and mobility scooters. Also, it will be pushing for
cycling infrastructure to be opened up (which it isn’t currently)
to all mobility aids.
In the Netherlands, users of mobility scooters are free to
take full advantage of the numerous high-quality cycleways in
the cities and countryside, and often do so.

The charity has also prepared the ‘Beyond the Bicycle’
manifesto to summarise their policy demands, namely: better
infrastructure that is accessible for all people, better facilities
to help people obtain and use adapted cycles, and better
recognition of cycling as an effective and empowering mobility
aid for many people with disabilities.
Matthew Danish
‘Beyond the Bicycle’ manifesto wheelsforwellbeing.org.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2017/06/Mini-manifesto-FINAL.pdf)
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ELECTRIC BIKE SALES

Events

01223 360 208 - 118-120 Newmarket Road
The Longest Established eBike Specialist in the UK
and Cambridge is our home town!

Many of you will know us already and be aware
that we are GEEKS when it comes to electric bikes,
so come and ask us anything ebike related and then
have some fun test riding by the river*

We are currently pedalling our 2017 Clearance Sale

www.ElectricBikeSales.co.uk
12
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*Bring Photo ID. Post ride smile guarantee!

Features

e-bikes

O

Photo: Outspoken

n episode four of the Camcycle podcast I chatted to
writer and cycling supporter Sally Hinchcliffe about
rural cycling. She lives in Scotland, five miles from her
nearest shop, in what she describes as an area of ‘rolling hills’.
Sally cycles a lot even in this environment, but a recent house
move to the top of a hill has given even her pause for thought.
When every trip ends with a mile uphill, even enthusiastic
cyclists can wilt a bit. But, as she told me: ‘A friend who was not
much of a cyclist before got an e-bike and she’s been tempting
me with it. She had tried cycling with just an ordinary bike but
she really struggled with it. And now she’s all over the place
with it: she’s thinking of things to do with it, she’s evangelical
about it. And that’s the difference.’

What is an e-bike?
Let’s stop for a moment to clarify what I mean by e-bike. e-bikes
are really electric-assist: more or less bicycles (or tricycles, or
hand-cycles) with batteries to aid cycling. Under UK law they
must still be propelled by pedalling, the electric assistance must
cut out over 15.5mph, and the motor power must not exceed
250W. If you meet the legal requirements, they are treated
under law exactly as unpowered cycles, and can use the same
infastructure under the same rules. The fact that they require
some pedalling means that they are still active travel, enabling
people to enjoy regular exercise as part of getting from A to B.

e-Bikes enable people who would like to cycle. One of the
most popular existing uses of electric-assistance in Cambridge
is on bikes to carry children. Cambridge may be flat in general,
but as anyone who cycles here knows, there are plenty of
bridges over rivers and railway lines, and heaving the weight of
one or more children up and over them can be a challenge! By
taking the effort out of carrying children on a cycle, electricassist can help parents avoid the need for a second - or first car. The difficulty of parking a car in Cambridge means that
being able to make short trips and errands with children by bike
can be liberating.
Electric-assistance is also a huge advantage to cargo bikes.
Local cycle delivery service Outspoken uses electric-assist on
the largest cycles in their fleet. At Camcycle we’re currently
considering replacing our stall bike with an electric one, so that
a wider range of our volunteers feel able to carry the table,
gazebo and stall materials which we take to events in the area.

Government support?

e-Bikes have helped transform cycling for those people
who find cycling physically challenging. In countries such as
Germany and The Netherlands where cycling is an ordinary
mode of transport, people like to continue cycling as they
age, even though their fitness may mean that they can’t pedal
as hard or as fast as they used to. e-Bikes help people keep
make the same journeys in the same time as they are used to,
continuing independence and active lifestyle into greater age.
I know people who are able to cycle without electric
assistance, but prefer to use an e-Bike: people who cycle much
more than they used to with an unpowered cycle. Whether it’s
arriving at the office in a suit without having to shower, or just
taking some of the resistance out of longer or hillier journeys,

With so many uses and advantages, it would be good to see
the government support use of e-Bikes. The government has
been keen to incentivise the use of electric vehicles as part
of plans to improve air quality, but there’s a problem: electric
bicycles are specifically excluded from the scheme to reduce
the cost of electric vehicles, though mopeds are included. The
vehicles with the lowest environmental impact, which also
encourage physical activity, are not eligible. When questioned
on the policy the response has been that they didn’t believe
that electric bikes can replace motor vehicle journeys and
therefore meet the policy aim of reducing air pollution.
That’s not the experience of Sally’s friend: looking for
opportunities and journeys that she can make with her e-Bike
instead, because of how easy and enjoyable it is. Making it
just that bit easier to cycle when conditions aren’t ideal: that’s
the difference.
Hester Wells
Camcycle podcasts www.awesound.com/@camcycle.
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Smarter Cambridge Transport
12,000	
  

C

amcycle members play an active
role in Smarter Cambridge
Transport, the volunteer campaign
group and think tank working for more
integrated, sustainable, and smarter
transport in the region.
Just under two years ago, Smarter
Cambridge Transport launched its online
discussion system. The 10,000-message
limit looked more than enough to take
the group through the next few years. It
lasted barely 12 months.
Things move so fast, however, that
we no longer need the messages that
have scrolled off the system. Discussions
more than a few weeks old are almost
inevitably overtaken by events. It’s
barely a year since Mill Road Traders held
protests over ‘road closures’, but it seems
much longer.
So where are we in the controversy
and chaos that have characterised
the transport element of the ‘City
Deal’ granted to Greater Cambridge?
From the point of view of Smarter
Cambridge Transport, we can at last see
a few positives to counteract the almost
universal disappointment with the initial
ideas. But we also know we’ll need to
campaign as hard as ever in 2018.

Reaction, input and research
Smarter Cambridge Transport finds itself
involved in three distinct areas.
We need to react quickly to proposals
from the Greater Cambridge Partnership
that haven’t taken into account public
opinion (these still exist). It’s not good
enough for the authorities to come
up with plans and only afterwards put
them to the public for ‘consultation’. The
public now expects to be involved from
the outset, before expensive plans and
designs are commissioned.
Next, we need to ensure that when
the Greater Cambridge Partnership
does come up with proposals that have
had public input, our input has been
considered fairly. While the cost-benefit
analysis techniques they’re obliged to
use can be inadequate, it’s important
that any deficiencies are accounted for.
Poor modelling, which is common, also
needs to be highlighted.
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Finally, Smarter Cambridge Transport
endeavours to keep ahead of the game
by researching and generating ideas,
which the authorities might be able to
use on future projects. On our website
there are papers relating to subjects like
Inbound Flow Control, bus routeing and
on-street parking, which we’re hoping
will be incorporated into the authorities’
thinking in the future. This also means
monitoring forward-planning, such as
Supplementary Planning Documents,
large planning applications, the mayor’s
transport strategy and the next
iteration of the Cambridge and South
Cambridgeshire Local Plan.

Rural Travel Hubs
One of the concepts we’ve pioneered,
which has met with much interest, is
that of Rural Travel Hubs. These could
offer thousands of people in towns and
villages around Cambridge a multi-modal
transport combination that is more
attractive than using their cars.
The concept is straightforward. What
people want from a bus service (apart
from affordability) is high frequency and
a direct route to the final destination.
Most villages get awful services because
bus companies cannot justify a frequent,
direct service from just one village. The
usual compromise is to make the route
serve several villages, but that fails on
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Smarter
Cambridge
Transport
Sustainable	
  modes	
  (existing	
  community)
campaigns
for new developments
to have
a zero
net impact on road
Car	
  (new	
  
community)
traffic, and will do so in the case of
Car	
  (existing	
  community)
the new Cherry Hinton/Cambridge
Airport development. The inevitable
increase in car trips generated by the
new community must be offset in the
existing community by a modal shift
from car to sustainable alternatives.

the direct route requirement. In addition,
a longer journey means a less frequent
service from a given number of buses.
So what can be done? Using its members’
experience,
Smarter
Cambridge
Transport brainstormed the idea of
bus, tram, or train stations, which could
sustain frequent, direct services into the
city. We named these Rural Travel Hubs.
The key to their success is their easy
accessibility from the surrounding area
by other means of transport, whether it’s
walking, cycling, community-organised
minibuses or even by car. There is a
crucial role in this for Greenways - it is this
infrastructure that the authorities need
to develop, along with the supporting
information systems. The result would
be that the Rural Travel Hubs themselves
could support facilities, making them
safe, comfortable, and attractive places
for people to be.

Ideas for Cherry Hinton
When it comes to projects where the
Greater Cambridge Partnership asked
for public input at an early stage, Smarter
Cambridge Transport has put in proposals
that ensure all modes of transport are
considered fairly. A current example is
the proposed housing development in
Cherry Hinton, on the southern corner
of Cambridge Airport. Jim Chisholm,
Camcycle trustee and Smarter Cambridge

Features

Transport member, helped with our
response to the Supplementary Planning
Document – available online – which has
received approving comments from local
residents and, indeed, councillors.
We are supporting a ‘green spine’ for
cyclists and pedestrians only, creating a
calmer, safer, and more attractive area
for residents to shop and socialise. This
is an ideal opportunity to put the main
route for motor vehicles around the
outside, as a perimeter road to separate
the community from the airport.

Adding our voice
This leaves the misconceived projects
that the Greater Cambridge Partnership
has inherited from its predecessor,
which were presented to the public
without serious public input and with the
expectation that any consultation would

have limited impact. These include the
Milton Road and Histon Road plans, and
the Cambourne Busway.
Smarter Cambridge Transport can only
add its voice to the chorus of disapproval
towards these projects.

Smarter Cambridge Transport
endeavours to keep ahead
of the game by researching
and generating ideas
We have helped to co-ordinate some
of the opposition, but most importantly,
we have ensured that the authorities
are presented with better plans, not
just objections. In the case of Milton
Road, we supported the excellent ‘Do
Optimum’ alternative developed by the

Milton Road Alliance, which has certainly
been heard. Pressure needs to continue
to be applied if the residents’ ideas are to
be adopted.
With the Cambourne Busway, we
have asked key questions that have been
invaluable to the many objectors to the
scheme who have fewer quantifiable
reasons for not wanting it to go ahead.
Many local politicians have now
joined with the hundreds of residents
questioning the scheme, and we remain
hopeful that the Greater Cambridge
Partnership will see sense.
Perhaps it is unfortunate that
transport policy is not in the hands
of residents or interested groups like
Smarter Cambridge Transport, but we
have certainly had an impact over the
past two years, and we hope to increase
that in the years to come.
Chris Rand
www.smartertransport.uk

Spine or perimeter access?

I

’ve been following with some interest
the development of Great Kneighton
since it was still called ‘Clay Farm’.
I always thought the huge multi-lane
junctions linking to Long Road and
Addenbrooke’s Road were a mistake as
they encourage car traffic and discourage
more sustainable modes.
But I’ve also had increasing concerns
that, despite what seems years of
building with much of the housing
being occupied and a secondary school
partially open, access by sustainable
transport is difficult.
Until recently the ‘supposed’ spine
road was two cul-de-sacs with no obvious
route through the construction site for
those on foot or a bike and certainly
not for the promised bus service. To get
from one half of the development to
the other on foot or with bike involved
a constantly altering route over muddy
roads and around construction vehicles.
This road was never intended as a
through ‘spine’ road for private motor
traffic, as bollards at the new village centre
give free passage only for buses, and those
on foot or bike. Car access is only from
Long Road or Addenbrooke’s Road.
As all good transport planners know,

changing a place of work or residence
is a time when transport choices are
evaluated in a (more) rational way.
Without proper walking, cycling and
public transport access from DAY ONE,
poor decisions will be made and rarely
revised. This is why we have so many
two-car families, with so few realising
what good cycling, walking, and public
transport options are or should be
available. In Freiburg, which our city
planners visited, the tram ran into the big
recent development from day one.
At an initial meeting about proposals
to develop ‘Cherry Hinton (North)’
adjacent to the airport the clear lead
was for an arrangement similar to that in
Great Kneighton, complete with all the
disadvantages. This contrasts with the
earlier (’70/80s) developments in Cherry
Hinton which are (almost) a series of
cul-de-sacs off a perimeter road, with a
footway linking Fulbourn Old Drift with
Cherry Hinton High Street.
So would a ‘compromise’ be better for
all? A perimeter road may be seen as a
‘by-pass’ that encourages more, higherspeed car traffic. But if the ‘spine’ of the
development is a green corridor ideal
for walking and cycling with limited bus

access, and is available from day one,
that brings big benefits for all (except
the developers?).
All developments need to take account
of their environments. Here we have the
airport on one side and Cherry Hinton
village on the other. Putting the main
road adjacent to the airport would offer
a good buffer, and give opportunities
to restrict traffic, especially HGVs, from
the village parts of Coldham’s Lane and
Cherry Hinton High Street.
For motor traffic, ‘ribs’ would not
connect to the green spine but to the
new perimeter road in the north and
Teversham Drift and Church End in the
south. The perimeter road, green spine,
community centre and school would
come with the first phase of dwellings.
Once that is done, construction, with
all that disruption, would be limited to
a few ‘ribs’ at a time, whilst cycling and
walking would be the obvious choice.
Shops and school would be accessible
without the use of any road. Buses might
loop off the spine road to the community
centre to remove the need for the less
mobile to cross the the perimeter road.
Jim Chisholm
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The layout of new developments
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Distributor Roads (30 mph)
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Shops / Oﬃces

Green Space / Play Areas

Primary School

Secondary School

The layout of such developments can significantly determine
the quality of the new settlement and the ways that people will
move around it.
To explore this we will use the simple example of a location
where a new development is to be placed to the north of
an existing settlement, with the strategic road network to
the south, and a railway to the north. Given that this is a
hypothetical development, let us assume that this development
would have 10,000 dwelling units, needing three or four
primary schools, and one secondary school. There would also
need to be some local amenity areas that would provide food
shops, hairdressers, and other services, with one larger area
that would provide space for offices, a supermarket, and local
government services.

Shops / Oﬃces

• the placement of services within the development,
accessible to new residents as well as residents of
adjacent areas.

Green Space / Play Areas

• how public transportation will be accessed, or the routes
for buses or fixed rail systems

Primary School

• where motorised traffic will access the local road network

Typically, having two access points to the strategic road
network is considered useful. This allows emergency vehicles
access to the development in multiple different ways, providing
alternative routes in case of a road traffic collision blocking the
other access point. It could be possible to have more than two
access points, but then the impact of having many junctions on
the strategic road network would need to be considered.
The railway has different requirements. Typically, a single
railway station, or Busway stop, would be provided. Each time
a stop is added to a railway, the time for all other journeys
is increased and therefore providing multiple stops is more
detrimental than providing a single stop to which everybody
has to travel a little bit further.
There are many different ways to determine the best way to
lay out the roads, railway station, schools, shops, and offices.
And most of the time, such developments will have a lot of
documentation that showed that the developers spent days
working with local people, and experts, to help design such a
layout. And most of the time, they get it wrong. Wrong in that
they will have designed a development that will work but it
would not be a great place to live.
Let’s consider two possible, and very different, ways to
optimise the development. The first is motor-centric and the
second is people-centric.
Secondary School

W

hen new developments are designed, there
are typically few constraints as to how those
developments can be structured. Developments are
laid out based on three main elements:

Secondary School
Primary School
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Motor-centric developments
For a motor-centric development everything should be an easy
drive away, accessible on the main roads, and the most-used
locations on the major routes.
There would be two primary roads that go through the
middle of the development. These would be wide and fast
roads, convenient for drivers but difficult to cross safely if you
are on foot or on a cycle. They would split the development
into three distinct areas. At points along these primary roads,
additional secondary roads would link the two main roads.
These would be designed to lower standards than the primary
roads but would carry about as much traffic as the primary
roads, especially during the school run.
The primary and secondary schools would be placed along
the primary roads, allowing parents to drop off their kids as
they drive to work, possibly weaving along the primary and
secondary roads to get to their children’s schools. Walking
or cycling to school will be considered too dangerous by the
parents, because of the number of cars on the main roads near
the schools, and because the developers thought that a ‘shared
space’ outside the schools would solve that problem. Residential
streets would be placed in the gaps between the primary and
secondary roads, with access in many different directions. Some
of these residential streets would become rat-runs as people in
motor vehicles try to avoid some of the inevitable congestion,
especially at school drop-off or pick-up times.
For the convenience of the motor vehicle, the offices are
placed right next to the strategic road network - everybody will
drive to them anyway, so it is better to place them at a location
where fewer cars have to come through the new development.
The railway station has a couple of convenience stores next
to it, but no real activity. The main retail area is in the middle of
the development.

People-centric developments
For the people-centric development there would still be two
primary roads but these would go around the development.
These would be wide and fast roads but would be easy to cross
on the plentiful new pedestrian and cycle bridges that are
provided, linking the new development with the old settlement
for those who wish to walk or cycle between the two.
There are no cycleways, or cycle lanes, along these primary
roads, as there will be no need.
There would be an additional access equidistant from the two
primary roads, going through the middle of the development: this
is the principle walking and cycling route. Along this route would
be located all the primary and secondary schools. This means that
any child, from the point at which they can navigate independently
to the school, can cycle completely safely to their school. Driving
the children to school will be discouraged by placing the schools
at the end of a dead-end, meaning the parents either have to drive
a long way out of their way to drop the kids off, or just allow the
children to cycle their own way to school.
The residential areas would be designed as simple U-shaped
roads. You can drive in at one end, and you will pop out at
the other end a few tens of metres further along the primary

road. There are a few other roads in the middle of the U-shape,
but none worthy of a rat-run, and they are very quiet streets.
The main walking and cycling route and its associated links
are the most direct access to the shops, community centres,
the railway station, and just about every other daily need for
most people. As a result, these routes will be well-used at all
times of day by a wide variety of people, thus ensuring that
they feel safe and vibrant.
The main office and retail area would be placed next to the
main railway station. In front of the station is a large public
square, with car parking underneath. This would be the only
place where the primary roads connect, and then only via the
car park under the station square. This would also provide the
main car parking for the office and retail area, meaning that
everybody who works in these buildings has to walk through
this main activity area. This provides a huge amount of retail
opportunity, capitalising on the locals who walk or cycle to the
station as well as those working at these offices who take the
train to work. Above the station is a large multi-storey cycle
parking structure that stretches over the platforms, allowing
immediate access to trains for those cycling to the station.

Different layout, different lifestyle
ne style of development is built from the point of view of
encouraging motor-vehicle traffic, whilst the other is built
from the point of view of encouraging people to walk or
cycle around. One has social coherence problems as the high
volumes of car traffic divide the settlement into multiple tiny
segments. The other has high social coherence, as children can
play out in the streets, or along the primary walking and cycling
route. Most of the develpment’s play areas are also along this
route. One style of development encourages longer journeys
as children are driven to remote schools, and then you drive
yourself to the office and park at the edge of the development,
and then to the other side of town to pick up some food on the
way back to picking up the kids after school. The other style
of development encourages people to walk or cycle with their
kids to school, and then through the main retail area to their
workplace, picking up food on the way back before picking
up the kids and back home. The journeys are centred along a
single consistent route that links all the development’s main
activity areas.
Unfortunately, what are being built, and being proposed to
be built, in and around Cambridge are the motor-centric style
of developments. It is much harder to retrofit a good style on
a poorly laid-out development, mainly because once the road
space has been allocated and schools placed next to those
roads it is very difficult to change those. However, it is at least
possible to fix a few of the problems, such as closing rat-runs
to through traffic.
We believe that it is better to design a development that
meets the needs and requirements of all residents, not only
those who can drive. This approach will create a cohesive and
inclusive community that is stronger and future-proof.
Robin Heydon
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How not to build a cycle park

A

brand new, recently opened office
building has been built with some
of the worst cycle parking access
ever seen in Cambridge.
One Station Square, in the CB1
development, is home to high-profile
organisations like Amazon and Deloitte,
and has some of the highest rents in
the city. There are very few car parking
spaces available to people working in the
block, so almost everyone is expected to
arrive by bike, foot or public transport.
The building needs a big cycle park, and it
has one, in the basement of the building.
However, it is accessed by stairs that
a fit, able-bodied cyclist with a light bike
and no panniers would struggle with – for
many other cycle commuters, the cycle
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park might well be useless. Full marks
for perseverance should be awarded to
the cyclists that do manage to get their
bikes down there (in particular the owner
of the blue bike with the basket shown
below) and sincere apologies are due to
those for whom the accesss challenges
are preventing them using it.
This is the challenge required to use
it: having got through the double door
entrance, it’s down two steep flights of
stairs, either carrying your bike, or using
the slippery side ramps.
Then a sharp right-angled turn (this
‘feature’ appears to have been a late
amendment to the planning application).
And then it’s a third flight of stairs,
and finally two sets of fire doors.
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Anecdotally, some staff have taken to
using the main Cyclepoint facility at the
station – bringing forward the time when
this will be full. For the lucky few with car
parking spaces, there is of course a ramp
that would be much better for cyclists,
but any cyclist daring to use this faces
the wrath of the building managers.
Considering this is a brand new, highprofile office building in the cycling
capital of the UK, it has to be asked, how
has something so rubbish been built?
Do we blame the developers who built
it, or the council that gave it planning
permission despite being repeatedly
warned about the problems of accessing
basement cycle parking areas?
Chris Howell

Features
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Bikedata beta – data for campaigning

C

ycleStreets is a not-for-profit social
enterprise based in Cambridge.
We’re a kind of spin-off from the
Cambridge Cycling Campaign, set up in
2009 to provide online cycle journey
planning as well as tools for campaigners.
We’ve been working on a new website,
Bikedata (working title), providing cycle
campaigners around the UK with a ‘onestop shop’ for data that helps back up
their invaluable campaigning work.
We’ve just launched an open beta of
the site: ready for you to try out, but we
know there are bugs.

Helping campaigners campaign
Getting more people cycling means
improving the infrastructure on our
streets so that everyone, whatever
ability or level of confidence, is able to
cycle easily and safely.
To achieve this, cycling campaign
groups around the country work daily to
make the case for cycling.
They look at traffic consultations,
propose changes to the highway,
scrutinise planning applications, and
work with local people and their local

council to achieve these improvements.
Getting changes on the ground
involves making a solid factual case for
improvements as well as an emotional
one. For instance, reducing speed limits
to tame traffic relies on having good
access to collision data to demonstrate
that there is a problem.
Thanks to a Fellowship grant from
London-based
web
development
co-operative Outlandish, we’ve been
working on Bikedata.

Data for campaigning
The site gives open access, visualised on
a map, to UK data for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

collisions
planning applications
traffic counts
cycleability ratings of streets
cycle theft
cycle parking locations
trip length
problems reported by cyclists
issues reported on Cyclescape
over 76,000 located photos
UK campaign groups

In most cases, you can use filtering
controls to show what you want to see.
For instance, perhaps you’d like to see all
the reported places where cycle parking is
needed. Or you can filter collision data to
show serious/fatal incidents at junctions.
Some layers also have an export
facility, so that you can easily obtain a
spreadsheet of the same data as the map
is showing.
You can enable multiple layers at once.
Our aim with this in the future will be to
enable various correlations, e.g. showing
how high pollution and traffic levels in an
area might result in low levels of cycling.
You can also (again, in most but not all
cases) draw over an area to filter for that.
The site is also mobile-friendly,
so you can get all this on the move.

20
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Next steps
Things we want to do include:
• change the user interface so that it
automatically ‘tells a story’
• add charting to show change over
time, ‘telling a story’. For instance,
you could filter collisions and draw
over a street to show how things
have changed on that street over
time, perhaps demonstrating how
new cycle infrastructure has made
things safer.
• add more data layers, e.g. pollution,
census trip data, school travel data,
accessibility analysis... and more!’
• add heatmap views of several layers
• enable comparisons between Local
Authority areas
• add a proper design and interface
as the current UI is essentially a
prototype. Are you a designer that
could help?
• adding more filtering controls

Getting changes on the ground involves making a solid
factual case for improvements as well as an emotional one
Also, code contributions are very
welcome – the code is open source
and on Github at www.github.com/
cyclestreets and should be very easy to
start working on, so let us know if you
need advice, or just submit pull requests!

Lastly
What should we call this site? Bikedata is
just a working title, and not a particularly
imaginative one at that! Let us know
your thoughts.
Martin Lucas-Smith CycleStreets
bikedata.cyclestreets.net

We’re on the lookout for funding to
enable us to develop this further. We’ve
achieved everything you see with under
£7,000 of funding, so think how much
further the site could go.
If you have any ideas for how we could
obtain funding to support any of the
above developments, please do get in
touch via the feedback link at the bottom
of the Bikedata site.
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Cycling in Cape Town

S

outh Africans are a hardy lot and
love their cycling. Perhaps not in
quite the same way as Camcycle
members, but in a more sporting way.
So if you speak to them about cycling
their only real reference is competitive
cycling: thrashing around on the road in
lycra or in the rough on mountain bikes.
Getting fit.
But not as commuters: the mountainous
landscape, narrow roads and lack of cycling
infrastructure do not lead to an easy ride.
And it can be hot, and often very
windy, such that the much vaunted Cape
Town Cycle Tour had to be cancelled in
March this year as cyclists were being
blown off their bikes and down the road.
There are some hardy commuters, but
not many, for cycle commuters also face
the same familiar problems.
Cars park everywhere on the
pavements, the cycle lanes are very
narrow and risks of ‘dooring’ are high,

and just where the lanes are most needed
they can suddenly disappear.

Or the lanes are just ignored although,
unlike Cambridge, not by parked cars but
by pedestrians and street vendors.
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However, there appears to be a
growing awareness that things need
to change. Open Streets Cape Town
(www.openstreets.org.za)
is
an
organisation started in 2012 working
to design and promote streets which
‘embed and generate respect for people,
regardless of who they are or how they
move’. Their commitment to making Cape
Town’s streets ‘much more than they are’
informs a general policy aiming to free
the streets of motor vehicles. Their work
includes guides on how to hold Car Free
Days and to encourage walking, with the
promotion of commuting Bike Trains and
cycling publicity included in the mix.
In the past five years there have been
twelve ‘Open Street Days’ in five parts
of Cape Town. At these, sections of main
roads are closed to motorised vehicles,
becoming an open space for pedestrians,
cyclists, skateboarders, wheelchair users
and other non-motorised transport users
to move in safely. These events have
attracted between 3,000 and 15,000
participants at each one and in October
this year a 5km stretch of road was
closed, one of the city’s biggest road
closures outside of a major sporting or
cultural event.
Efforts are also being made to install
cycling infrastructure, with some excellent
off-road cycle paths along new major
road routes to new out-of-city commuter
towns and suburbs. Unfortunately they
do not provide full commuter routes into
the city: where these lanes reach the
older and more congested areas, the cycle
routes just peter out.
The higher-density townships do not
have these facilities, for historical reasons,
because of personal and property security
concerns, and because the ubiquitous and
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crowded mini-taxis provide regular and
cheap, if uncomfortable, services.
Out of the Cape Town city area the
occasional cycle tourists can be seen
trekking through the heat.
Intrepid folk such as Jean-Marc and
Leigh Strydom whom I met in Worcester
in the Little Karoo after they had cycled
on their Thorn Ravens through the arid
winelands of the Little Karoo for a ‘wine
tour’ (you can read tales of their cycling
adventures at (www.crazyguyonabike.
com/directory/?user=j-ms).
But as for the lonely tourers braving
the fast-moving traffic? Not for the fainthearted like me.

Some cyclists entertain the pipedream of cross-country cycle paths, such
as along the beautiful Garden Route on
the disused railway line from Knysna to
George (above). With cuttings through
wildlife areas and stunning views from
a series of bridges, they enthuse that
this would make a wonderful linear
recreation area and wildlife park.
It is a brave and determined cyclist
who would regularly commute any
distance in the greater Cape Town area,
but things are changing and hopefully
gathering pace as residents begin to
accept the benefits of reclaiming their
cities from the car, and joined-up
thinking and infrastructure start making
a difference.
And it is much warmer cycling than
here in Cambridge.
Richard Burgess

+
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Refreshing the stall bike

I

n Newsletter 131 I introduced a project to revamp the
Camcycle stall bike. The goals were to tackle mechanical
issues that made riding the bike difficult and to apply the
Camcycle branding to it, so that it is recognisable and represents
the Campaign well when spotted out on the road or at events.
It became clear early on that a replacement was desirable.
An easier-to-ride cycle could be chosen that would make
transportation of the stall an option for a wider range of
volunteers. An eye-catching bike-as-stall design could
generate interest and encourage more people to approach the
stall. A recognisable, well-presented cycle would be a positive
representation of Camcycle while out on the road.
Over the summer a group of volunteers has been assessing
options for the replacement cycle.
Our first visit was to Outspoken to try out a couple of cargo
cycles. One of these was another Camcycle success: the cargo
bike headed for shared use by Mill Road traders.
Next, a Winther cargo trike was tested at Power to the
Pedal. Intended for taking children on the school run, its
seating area is sturdy enough to take an adult: a claim that we
couldn’t leave untested!
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Finally, a visit to the School Run Centre to try the cargo trike
offerings from Bakfiets and Nihola.
On evaluating our volunteers’ experiences of these cycles
it was evident that a tricycle would most closely match the
project’s goals. The three wheels provide a stable base for
operating as a stall and give our volunteers the most confidence
for moving a heavy load. A preference - pending funding to
cover the increased cost - for an electric-assisted model was
also clear, as it would best enable a wide range of volunteers
and a greater geographic reach.
Following a detailed breakdown of the pros and cons for
each of the tested cycles, we have selected a Bakfiets trike to
take forward for the stall build. We have been making grant
applications to secure its purchase; though these have so far
been unsuccessful we’ll continue into 2018. It is our hope to
have the bike ready for launch by the summer event season.
We have also identified a craftsperson for the stall
conversion. Steve Puleston is a Cambridge-based carpenter
and handyman who operates by cycle, either with a bike and
trailer or a cargo trike depending on the needs of the job. With
easy access to properties with limited parking and predictable
progress through congested traffic. Steve well knows the
benefit of operating by cycle. Indeed, it is an unquestionable
benefit for working at houseboats moored along the Cam
that a motorised tradesperson simply could not access. As a
cycle-based business he is enthusiastic about working on the
stall bike project, and has the experience for it too; a previous
commission was for a cargo trike retail stall for Miss Molly’s
Cakes. You can see more of Steve’s work via the BeSpoke
Cambridge Facebook page .
Once the box is built (see example below) we will need to
add Camcycle branding to it so that it is recognisable while
being ridden to and from events. If you can offer time to help
paint or have signwriting skills please get in touch.
We plan to sell our current stall bike: (below left) a yellow,
steel-framed butcher’s bike with large wicker basket over the
front wheel. It is equipped with a five-speed hub gear, rear
hub brake, integrated wheel lock and dynamo-powered lights.
Please contact us if you would be interested in making an offer.
Tom McKeown
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What to give the cyclists in your life?

T

his year we are launching gift membership packages,
just in time for Christmas. Our individual and household
gift memberships cover the first year’s membership
subscription and include:
• Camcycle magazine, delivered 6 times a year
• weekly member update emails to keep you informed of
local cycling issues
• discounts in local cycle stores and related businesses
• voting rights at our meetings
• access to our discussion forum
• special gift for Christmas: four greeting cards with artwork
by Cambridge artists produced exclusively for Camcycle.

In addition to these benefits, recipients will enjoy knowing
they are supporting our work for more, better and safer cycling,
for all ages and abilities, in and around Cambridge.
We will send you our gift membership welcome pack including
magazines, maps, information about cycling, four greeting cards,
a Camcycle sticker and a voucher with activation instructions.
The annual cost for a membership is £17.50 for an individual
or £22.50 for a household.

Gift memberships
membership welcome pack
a year of subscription benefits
support our work for more, better
and safer cycling
Household: £22.50
Individual: £17.50

www.camcycle.org.uk/shop

To order your gift membership visit www.camcycle.org.uk/shop

Looking for a reliable,
friendly and sustainable
delivery service?
Outspoken can handle
all of your delivery
needs including:
• Local same day/next day
• National same day/next day
• International
Royal Mail post and DX delivery/collection
Food for lunch functions/meetings
/DUJHVFDOHPDJD]LQHOHDÁHWGLVWULEXWLRQ

Contact:
team@outspokendelivery.co.uk
01223 719594
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Help create our main campaigning resource

T

he Newsletter is our main campaigning tool: we produce six
editions a year, with nearly 1,000 copies printed. Around
half of these are sent to our members, and the other half
to decision-makers and other contacts. Many members and
non-members read it online – articles can get thousands of hits.

However, the Newsletter cannot happen without the help
of a brilliant team of volunteers – and we need you to get
involved! Please contact us if you can help in any way. Even if
you can help us for an hour or two each two months, we’d love
to hear from you. We promise to respect your time.

Newsletter editor

Newsletter co-ordinator

The editor leads the overall direction of the Newsletter.
They develop and improve its structure and content and
also act to motivate people to get involved. This role will involve about 10 hours per edition. The editor is also a Charity
Trustee, which ensures that the Newsletter aligns with our
charitable aims, and generally represents us well.

This key role co-ordinates the team to ensure we go to print
on schedule. Things like ensuring articles are written on
time, and that copy-editing is finalised before the designer
starts. They liaise with the printers and delivery team and
maybe organise a social every so often, to help the team gel!
This important role is probably about 15 hours per edition.

Article writers

Layout/design

The content is its lifeblood. Any of our members can write
articles – especially those involved in our campaigns. We
aim for a good range of articles from serious campaigning
to more light-hearted content – perhaps route reviews, or a
report from abroad. Engaging content helps generate more
interest in our work.

This critical job involves turning the fully-edited content
into our attractive publication. We already have an excellent
template created in InDesign, to speed the whole thing up.
A typical designer would be able to sort the content in a day
or two. We aim for a pool of 3 designers – so just two weekends a year per person.

Copy editors and proof readers

Photographers

Our team of copy editors and proof readers help with the
crucial task of editing each article, catching any typos,
ensuring it reads well, and suggesting changes. A key
requirement is for all articles to be copy-edited before being
sent to be laid out. This is all done online, and can easily be
done in spare evenings.

A picture tells a thousand words, so we have always aimed
for a good visual appeal. Key to this is plenty of good
photography. We aim for each page to have a good balance
between text and images. Sometimes we can use photos
from existing sources, or by the article author. Otherwise
pictures need to be specially taken

Advertising

Stuffing, delivery and web conversion

Producing nearly 1,000 high-quality, colour copies costs
money – so we aim to have enough advertising to cover the
costs of producing the Newsletter. This means approaching
organisations that align with our values. The ideal is to get
regular bookings for 6 issues.

The stuffing team meet to get the Newsletters in envelopes,
addressed, and grouped into delivery rounds. Our deliverers
deliver rounds of about 10-15 copies, grouped by area. This
is valuable, as it saves us using charity funds on postage
costs. A last, vital stage given Camcycle’s strong on-line
readership is to convert it for the website.

Finally, let’s be festive!

C

ome join us for the Camcycle Seasonal Social.
We’re a very friendly bunch, we’ve worked really hard
all year campaigning for every one of Cambridge’s many
different cycles and we think we deserve some fun.
We will be upstairs at the Castle Inn, Castle Street,
from 6.30pm on 18 December.
Hope to see you there!
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Campaign Diary

Camcycle monthly meetings

City and county council committees

The Campaign’s monthly general meeting is held in the Friends’
Meeting House, Jesus Lane, on the first Tuesday of each month.
Business starts at 8pm, with tea and coffee from 7.30pm. The
agenda includes opportunities to discuss current issues and
planning matters. Camcycle may take photographs and videos
at these meetings. These may be used in our publications,
advertisements, media releases, website and social media
platforms to promote our events and the work that we do. The
video footage may be live-streamed on Facebook. All welcome.

Campaign members may be interested in attending Planning
Committee and Area Committee meetings, which often include
cycling and walking issues. Development Control Forum and
Joint Development Control Committee meetings, which
determine the Planning Applications relating to the major
housing development proposals for the Cambridge sub-region.
The Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee meetings
often cover walking/cycling/transport issues.

2 January, speaker TBC

Agendas are usually online about a week in advance
www.cambridge.gov.uk/democracy. Please check the website in
case meetings have been cancelled, or times or venues changed.

6 February, screening of award-winning documentary ‘Beauty
and the Bike’.

Seasonal Social
18 December at 6.30pm onwards at The Castle Inn (upstairs),
38 Castle Street, Cambridge CB3 0AJ

Camcycle newsletter dates
Newsletter Team meeting 13 December at 5.45pm in Grads
Café on the 3rd floor of the University Centre, Mill Lane. All
are welcome to attend this meeting where we discuss the most
recent issue and plan the next one. Cyclescape 979.
Copy deadline 31 December. Members’ help with the
newsletter, including writing articles, taking photos, providing
reviews and laying out content, is always very welcome.
Newsletter distribution week of 29 January. Members organise
the newsletter distribution, putting into envelopes and then
getting them delivered. More volunteers would be a great help.
Please contact Lisa Woodburn (via contact@camcycle.org.uk).

Cambridge cycle rides
CTC Cambridge holds up to six rides a week in the countryside
around Cambridge. All welcome. www.ctc-cambridge.org.uk
#CamRideHome rides start at 6pm on the last Friday of the
month from outside The Mill pub on Mill Lane, Cambridge.
No-one takes responsibility for organising it so it just depends
on who turns up. Usually a few do and they enjoy a one-hour
leisurely tour of the city finishing up at a pub. Follow the
hashtag and enjoy.
Please note
Cambridge Cycling Campaign reserves the right to decline
to promote events or activities where helmets or highvisibility clothing are required or implied.

Development Control Forum: 17 January and 21 February at
10am in Committee Room 1 & 2 - The Guildhall, Market Square,
Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
Development Plan Scrutiny Sub-committee: 5 December and
30 January at 4.30pm in Committee Room 1 & 2, The Guildhall,
Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
East Area Committee: 11 January at 7pm in Cherry Trees Day
Centre, St Matthew’s St, Cambridge CB1 2LT.
Greater Cambridge Partnership Executive Board: 8 February
at 4pm in the Council Chamber, South Cambridgeshire Hall,
Cambourne CB23 6EA.
Greater Cambridge Partnership Joint Assembly: 18 January
at 2pm in the Kreis Viersen Room, Shire Hall, Castle Street,
Cambridge CB3 0AP.
Joint Development Control Committee - Cambridge Fringes:
13 December and 24 January at 10.30am in Committee Room
1 & 2, The Guildhall, Market Square, Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
Members Cycling and Pedestrian Steering Group: no meetings
scheduled.
North Area Committee: 14 December at 6.30pm,
North Cambridge Academy, Arbury Road, Cambridge CB4 2JF.
Planning Committee: 6 December and 10 January at 10am
in Committee Room 1 & 2, The Guildhall, Market Square,
Cambridge CB2 3QJ.
South Area Committee: 15 January at 7pm in Cherry Hinton
Village Leisure Centre, Colville Road, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge
CB1 9EJ.
West Central Area Committee: 6 December at 7pm in Wesley
Methodist Church, Christ’s Pieces, Cambridge CB1 1LG.
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Inclusive
cycling
assessing the issues faced
by disabled cyclists
(Survey taken by 221 respondents)
Wheels for Wellbeing (WfW) is an award-winning charity supporting
disabled people of all ages and abilities to enjoy the benefits of cycling

From February to March 2017, Wheels for Wellbeing carried out a survey
to gather the views and experiences of disabled cyclists nationally in
order to better understand their issues and concerns. We believe this is
the first ever such survey.

Results challenge some widely held assumptions about disabled
people and cycling. They also highlight a clear need to carry out a
lot more research into this group.

Method found easier for
getting around:

Type of cycles owned:
Standard two wheeler:
(with or without adaptions)
13%

Own a handcycle:
Own a recumbent:

3%
40%

19%

Own a tricycle:

Cycling
Walking

24.89%
25%

Both
(equally
easy/
difficult)

68.78%

6.33%

Other:
(tandem, cycle with
electric assist)

Opinion poll on what would encourage
more disabled people to cycle:
Overall Rank

1st

100%

Item
Ensuring cycling infrastructure is inclusive and meets
the needs of disabled cyclists (e.g. step-free, wide
lanes)

2nd

Introducing subsidies to make non-standard cycles
less expensive

3rd

Introducing legislation that legally recognises cycles
as mobility aids (e.g. like wheelchairs and mobility
scooters)

4th

76.47%

75%

50%

47.51%

Creating hire & loan schemes for non-standard cycles

Allowed to
use cycle in
pedest
explainingrianised area after
it was a mob
ility aid

1N6on.74%
e of these

31.67%

Asked
even when to dismount cycle
used as a m
obility aid

19.46%

Couldn
cycling op’t find any inclusive
portunitie
s in the area

19.91%

Other

Enco tere
d ab
disabilityun
hate whils use/
t cycling

Exercise

35.75%

57.01%

Experience
d pa
being posi ssers-by
tive

0

27.15%

Sport

37.75%

25%

Transport

9.95%

Couldn
to Work sc’t get cycle through
he e beca
Cy
use the pr cle
cycle wasm
efer
over the £1
,000 limit red
U
non-cyclenable to park or st
ore
due to inad
equate fa
cilities

29.41%

Commute

An information campaign to make disabled people
more aware of cycling opportunities in their area

The reality of cycling:

11.31%

84.64%

Leisure/fun

5th

Reasons that people cycle:

